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Products

Hobby 

Sledge with horn-shaped front
Davos
Lavina
Rekord

Sport 

Atawa
Lion

Gabreta

Folding

Accessories

Sledge with horn-shaped front
Davos

Straps for knitting the seat

Enclosures
Tow straps

Covers for davos sledge
Advertising cover for slatted sledge



BOHEMIA SPORT is a brand with strong roots in Czech and European market since 
1928. Our main product in the present is our wooden deckchairs made out of high 
quality beech wood. Our complete assortment includes stools, chairs, flags, sledges, 
hockey sticks and wooden briquettes.

Carpenter, printing, sewing and assembly workshop in one company ensures 
minimal time of realization. We focus on high quality, professional customer service 
and upholding agreed dates.

Our products are certificated and they are produced with applicable standards. 
Cooperation with our company is comfortable and creative, so we can produce 
the best quality products.

traditional Czech production

high quality, unrivaled prices

BOHEMIA SPORT

fast realization

a long-standing tradition

great cooperation

www.bohemiasport.cz



Sledges

TÜV and SZÚ certification 

made by standards of EU 

traditional czech production

produced out of quality wood with certification of FSC

We offer a wide spectrum of sledges in various sizes from traditional 
appearance to modern sport sledges.

www.bohemiasport.cz
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Hobby

Sledge with horn-shaped front 70 cm

Children's sledges, suitable for children up to a height of max. 1 m. Sledges are made of one 
piece of blank.  Bases, screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material: 
ash, straps 100% PES. 

The sled is equipped with a towing strap with a carabiner.

kg
2,2

MAX

75kg

MAX

25 cm 26 cm

70 cm
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Sledge with horn-shaped front 90 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

51 cm 36 cm

91,5 cm

36 cm 36 cm

91,5 cm

MAX

kg
3,7

kg
3,9

MAX

90kg

Hobby
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Sledge with horn-shaped front 100 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
3,7

kg
4,1

61 cm 36 cm

98,5 cm

45 cm 36 cm

99 cm

MAX

MAX

90kg

Hobby
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Sledge with horn-shaped front 110 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
4,6

kg
5,1

71 cm 36 cm 55 cm 36 cm

109 cm 109 cm
MAX

90kg

MAX

Hobby
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Sledge with horn-shaped front 125 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

MAX

kg
4,6

kg
5,2

MAX

120kg

85 cm 36 cm 71 cm 36 cm

123 cm 123 cm

Hobby
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Davos 80 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
3,1

kg
3,5

MAX

90kg

MAX

56 cm
36 cm

38 cm
36 cm

81 cm 81 cm

Hobby
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Davos 90 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
3,3

kg
3,9

36 cm

91 cm 91 cm

36 cm
48 cm67 cm

MAX

90kg

MAX

Hobby
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Davos 100 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
3,5

kg
4,2

36 cm

101 cm 101 cm

36 cm
53 cm75 cm

MAX

90kg

MAX

Hobby
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Davos 110 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
4

kg
5

36 cm
? cm

36 cm
68 cm

112 cm 112 cm
MAX

90kg

MAX

Hobby
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Davos 120 cm

Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% PES) or slatted. Bases, 
screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material beech.  TÜV certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

kg
4,5

kg
5,4

36 cm
95 cm

36 cm
80 cm

121 cm 121 cm

MAX

MAX

120kg

Hobby
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Lavina 110 cm

Traditional product. Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% 
PES). Wooden arch. Bases, screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material 
beech. SZU certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

MAX

90kg

61 cm 36 cm

110 cm MAX

90kg

MAX

kg
4,1

Hobby
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Lavina 125 cm

Traditional product. Designed for recreational use. The seat is braided with textile straps (100% 
PES). Wooden arch. Bases, screws and spacers are provided with anti-corrosion varnish. Material 
beech. SZU certification. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

81 cm 36 cm

125 cm MAX

90kg
MAX

120kg

MAX

kg
4,8

Hobby



Designed for recreational use. Wooden construction using plastic parts. Strap seat (100% PES). 
Sheet steel base. Material beech. SZU certification.

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
Der schlitten kann mit einem schlittenlehnen ergänzt werden.
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Rekord 110 cm

kg
4,8

MAX

90kg

54 cm 36 cm

110 cm

MAX

kg
4,9

MAX

90kg

Hobby
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Rekord 125 cm

Designed for recreational use. Wooden construction using plastic parts. Strap seat (100% PES). 
Sheet steel base. Material beech. SZU certification.

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

125 cm

69 cm
36 cm

MAX

90kg
MAX

120kg

MAX

kg
5,7

Hobby
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Sport

Gabreta 100 cm

Sports sledges for adults designed for sledging on modified toboggan runs. They are controllable 
by pressing the knees at the protruding end of the sledge. High-quality beech wood bent 
according to traditional procedures. Strap seat (100% PES). Material: beech.

The pulling strap is part of the sledges.
The sledge can´t be supplemented with a enclosure.

MAX

MAX

90kg

MAX

MAX

90kg

57 cm
35 cm

100 cm

6,7
kgkg
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Gabreta 120 cm

Sports sledges for adults designed for sledging on modified toboggan runs. They are controllable 
by pressing the knees at the protruding end of the sledge. High-quality beech wood bent 
according to traditional procedures. Strap seat (100% PES). Material: beech. 

The pulling strap is part of the sledges. 
The sledge can´t be supplemented with a enclosure.

MAX

kg
8,8

MAX

120kg

120 cm

73 cm 41,3 cm

Sport
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Atawa 125 cm

Made only of high quality beech wood.  Very good grip on hard and icy tracks thanks to the 
angle of the sledge 25° and the footprint width of about 44.5 cm. Wooden valerian is attached 
to rubber beds.  The sled is well controlled by carrying weight and pressing on the knees. The 
padded seat and the easily adjustable low seating position give the rider a very safe riding feel. 
Sporty driving characteristics are obtained by these sleds thanks to the special shape of the 
base, which are ground, easily replaceable and made of high-quality steel designed for racing.  
Strap seat (100% PES). 

The pulling strap is part of the sledges. 
The sledge can´t be supplemented with a enclosure.

MAX

kg
8,5

MAX

120kg

125 cm

67 cm
44 cm

Sport
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Lion 120 cm

Sports sledges of modern appearance. Suitable for younger and adult tobogganers. The seat is 
knitted with straps made of waterproof fabric. Material beech. 
 
The pulling strap is part of the sledges. 
The sledge can´t be supplemented with a enclosure.

54 cm 41 cm

120 cm

MAX

kg
5,8

MAX

120kg

Sport
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Foldind

Sledge with horn-shaped front 100 cm

Designed for recreational use.  The main advantage is storage.  Easily assembled with 4 screws 
with plastic head. By pulling down the wooden valerian, there is no spontaneous movement of 
the sledges and the sled has perfect driving characteristics. Slatted seat.  Material beech.  

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

61 cm 36 cm

100 cm

MAX

kg
4,3

MAX

90kg
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Davos 100 cm

Designed for recreational use.  The main advantage is storage.  Easily assembled with 4 screws 
with plastic head. By pulling down the wooden valerian, there is no spontaneous movement of 
the sledges and the sled has perfect driving characteristics.  The sledges are equipped with a 
protective plastic cap at the front. Slatted seat. Material beech. 

The tow strap is not part of the sledge.
The sledge can be supplemented with a enclosure.

100 cm

75 cm 36 cm

MAX

kg
4

MAX

90kg

Foldind



Accessories

Accessories

Plastic enclosure abs

Enclosures

Tape enclosure wood-plastic

www.bohemiasport.cz

Wooden slatted enclosure Wooden enclosure bent
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Tow straps

 Tow strap with a buckleTow strap stapled Tow strap with a carbine

204 cm

100% PES  for Lavina and Rekord
100% PES

209 cm 206 cm

for  sledges with horn-shaped front 
and Davos

Straps for knitting the seat

Accessories
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Advertising cover for slatted sledge
Material: 100% PES  

Covers for davos sledge
Plastic

Accessories



Certification 



Main seat

Václavské náměstí 785/28
110 00 Praha 1

Factory

BOHEMIA SPORT, spol. s r. o.
Strakonická 947


